
The Role of NGOs  
in ICT for ICH 



•  During the Jeju workshop for NGO capacity building in 2017, 
NGO networking was re-considered in the region of Asia and 
Pacific. 

•  To discuss possibility to expand the necessity of networking 
building through ICT to other regions as well.  

•  In particular, the web-ich-inventory system (online inventory) 
would be useful in a de-centralized way of communication & 
networking for safeguarding ICH.     

•  It also broaden its use as a valuable tool that helps bearers, 
researchers and promoters in the field. 
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ichngo.net Servers 

• Amazon Web Services (AWS) 

–  Paris, France 

–  Ohio, U. S. 

–  Seoul, Rep. of Korea 
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Future Works for ichngo.net 

•  User friendly Design (UI & UX) 

•  Stabilization of the ichngo.net system 

– OS (Windows, MAC, Linux) 

– Web Browser (Chrome, IE, etc.) 

– Smartphone (Android, iphone, etc.)  

– Meta data standards of the inventories collection 

•  Considering the block chain for the authorizing method 



Concluding Remarks:  

•  Simple and Easy Access   
•  Democratic Management for NGOs 
•  No Competition for Inventorying of Lists 

•  UNESCO Representative Lists of Intangible Cultural Heritage of 
Humanities has made a contribution to safeguard ICH. However, the 
listing itself boosts competition among the state parties. Our digital 
inventory would reduce competition in a negative sense but 
encourage self-motivation to make an inventory.  

•  Inclusiveness of Information  
•  Encouraging Cooperation and Networking among NGOs   



Let’s type ichngo.net in the address window of the browser in 
your cellular phone. And see what happened in the past and what 
will happen in future in ich related works. And sometimes, upload 
your ich works!! 

Thank you! 


